The rent is too damn high!

This has been a reality in Burbank FOR YEARS.

Yet, Burbank officials resist rent control. They even took Measure RC’s proponents to court twice and LOST BOTH TIMES, burning your taxpayer money during a pandemic.

Opponents say Measure RC doesn’t fit our city charter. Measure RC was tailored to our city charter. (That’s why Measure RC won in court, and that’s why Measure RC is on the ballot.)

Measure RC was written by experts, based on best practices in 13 California cities with decades of experience writing similar laws that created more stable and affordable communities.

The opponents want you to believe the same old propaganda used in every city that’s considering rent control.

The opponents try to scare you with statistics from an unusually large budget from the most expensive rent board. Our rent board’s first year will cost less than 1% of Burbank’s annual budget – possibly $0.

Every city with modern rent control enforces it with a board funded by unit fees, NOT TAX DOLLARS. Measure RC will actually SAVE city money normally dedicated to the current Landlord-Tenant Commission.

Opponents say the commission is unaccountable. Under the charter, EVERY commissioner is appointed by city council, and EVERY commissioner can be removed in 48 hours by the city council.

To find the truth, follow the money:
Our city council has been BOUGHT by California Association of Realtors and California Real Estate PAC.

They tell you that Measure RC is not good enough. But they’ve never ONCE put forth their own solution.

Enough excuses.

Vote YES on Measure RC.
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